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Soterre for Qlik Provides:
Zero-touch version control
Zero impact to authors
Capture of changes with
insight
Built-In Change Log
Ability to rollback individual
changes
Lifecycle for deployment of
applications
Help to maintain an Audit
ready state
Coordination among
collaborators
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Zero-Touch Version Control and Simplified Deployments
Accurate analytics are paramount for your team to make proper
business decisions. Qlik enables these decisions by transforming
your data into actionable insights. In an agile analytics
environment things can get chaotic. Rapid and frequent change
requests and adjustments can mean things go wrong and, when
they do, being able to revert to the previous last working state is
crucial. Without change management and version control, users
try to keep things under control by making copies. This takes time,
doesn’t always get completed when in a rush, leads to differing
naming conventions and / or backup locations, and can be error
prone as well.
Motio’s Soterre monitors Applications in Qlik Sense by versioning
them in the background automatically with documentation, thus
eliminating the human element. Moving new or existing
applications between environments, reverting to a previous
version, or undoing a single change is made possible with the
push of a button in the user interface. No more copying files or
providing server access!
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Selectable Objects to deploy:
Applications
Sheets
Streams
Extensions
Data Connections
Analytic Connections
Tags
Custom Properties

Versioning and Selective Deployments of Objects
Soterre tracks all changes over time so individual changes can be
reverted as needed. Soterre can also merge changes from
multiple versions via its tagging capability, meaning changes from
multiple users or multiple edits can be brought together
collaboratively.
Deployments also benefit from tagging. Select individual objects,
folders, applications or projects to move content safely from one
environment to another and Soterre takes care of the
documentation (who, what, where, when and why).

Stay Audit Ready
Tracking of all changes and deployments equips Qlik Sense
teams with the documentation and change management tools
required to validate with auditors that there are processes and
controls in place.
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